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STATIC SURFACE PRESSURES OF THE
0.00o4 SCALE 049 ORBITER
IN TEE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
By Robert E. Buchholz and Mickey Gamble
A B S T R A C T
This test was conducted to obtain wing and lower body surface static
pressure data for the Space Shuttle 049 Orbiter while in the launch config-
uration. The purpose of the test was to determine the optimum incidence
position of the orbiter relative to the hydrogen-oxygen (HO) tank and the
optimum radial position of the solid rocket motors (SRM) on the HO tank.
The orbiter was mounted on the HO tank at incidence angles of 0 and
-1.5 degrees to determine the optimum incidence position. The SRM boosters
were tested at radial positions of 75, 90, and 135 degrees on the HO tank
to determine their optimum position with respect to the loads imposed on
the orbiter.
The test was conducted in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14-Inch Trisonic Wind
Tunnel over a Mach number range of o.6 to 4.96. Angle of attack was varied
from -8 to +8 degrees at zero degree angle of sideslip, and at sideslip





a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (P1 - P.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynadic pressure; 1/2pV2, N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
a1 ~ ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
1S ~ BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
4p ~ PSI angle of yaw, degrees
~0 ~ PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
AREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis













LLocal local chord length.
bref BREF reference span.
X pressure tap location in the
longitudinal direction measured
from the nose and from the wind
leading edge.
Y pressure tap location in the
lateral direction measured from
the fuselage centerline.
PHIS radial positions of the SRM
boosters relative to HO tank.
io ORBINC incidence angle between the
orbiter and the HO tank.
X/LLocal X/L local chord position.
X/L X/L longitudinal position.
Y/(bref/2) Y/B local semi-span position.
0 THETA angle measured from vehicle
bottom centerline, degrees.
CONFIGURATIONS INVSTIGATED
Test results reported herein were obtained on a 0.004 scale 049 Orbiter
model in the launch configuration (see figures 1 through 5). Each of the
model components tested are listed below. Combinations of the components
tested are shown in Table III (Data Set Collations). Dimensional data for








Baseline 049 Orbiter (including the
abort solid rocket motors) (BlW4VllAl)
Baseline 049 Orbiter (without the
abort solid rocket motors) (BlW4Vll)
346-in. diameter HO tank with 22° nosecone.
346-in. diameter HO tank with 1 7 ° nosecone.




The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Airis supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40OF dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a-three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel-flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
0
ambient to approximately 180 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and testregion.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
0~~~~~that provides a total ano ata angle of at ck range of 20 (+10). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 90° .
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DATA REDUCTION
All static pressures were reduced to the form of pressure coefficients
by referencing them to freestream static pressure and dividing by freestream.
dynamic pressure:
CP Local Static Pressure - Freestream Static Pressure
Freestream Dynamic Pressure
CP (P - Pa)/-
Table 1 lists positions of the individual surface pressure taps. The
positions are non-dimensionalized by wing semi-span in the lateral direction
and by local chord length in the longitudinal direction.
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Table 1




Upper Lower X/L local Y/5bref (in.) (in.)






- 17 .947 




10 22 .814 
3 23 .229 .553 1.641
4 24 .515
5 25 .729 
1 26 .216 .842 .962
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - 8 T
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: <i¢, b4od, iorl6 .%/ I io cVIp ,
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MODEL COMPONENT:

















Sweep Back Angles, degrees




Root (Wing Sta. O.O)tVG.
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC ;: :
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: T"j,,
























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
FULL-SCALE
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - T3
























1.5 2 in1.504 in.
. i21.504 in.
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0 .4 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.0
X/L
PARAHMETRIC VALUES


















SYMBOL BETA2 - 6.000o
- 4.2000]- 2.000
Q 0.000
0.2 0.5 0.4 0.9
THETA MACH
0.000 1.200
$ 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 l.C
X/L .
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORiINC 0.000
PHIS 75.000 oo
REFERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 FUSELAGE PAGE 73CA73012)
T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES


































































BETA O.000 OROINC O.OOO
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI FUSELAGE PAGE 75CA73013)
T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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PHIS 90.000
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X/L
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES













OETA 0.000 OR3INC 0.000
PHIS 90.000
REFcRENCE FILE
























1.203 BETA 0.000 ORBINC
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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T301S1 FUSELAGE PRESSURES































-. . . . 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.r0 0.. 1.0
X/L
SYMBOL BETA THETA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.000 o.00o 0.596 ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC 0.000
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X/L
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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REFERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 FUSELAGE
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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T302S1 FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES






'0.0. 0.3 0. o 4 0,S 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 S.
X/L
YVMBOL BETA THETA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES






















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FIrLE






































O.Y 0.8 0.O $.'a
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHiS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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0.6 0.7
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHI$ 90.000
REVERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 FUSELAGE PAGE !11
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REFERENCE PFILC















O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
THETA MACH
0.000 1.196
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ALPHA 0.000 ORSZMC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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0.2 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.o 0.9 1.o
X/L
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORNSINC - 1.5Go00
PHIS 90.000
REVERENCE FILE
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X/L
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X/L
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 OROINC -
PHIS 90.000
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PHIS 90.000 
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1301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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BETA 0.000 ORGINC - 1.500
PHIS8 90.000
REVERENCE FILE























PETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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O.6S 0.r 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA O.000 ORBZINC - 1.500
PHXIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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0.? 0.0 O.0 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHI8 90.000
REFERENCE FILE
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PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 OR8HNC - 1.900
OHIS 90.000
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l2 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
PHIM 90.000
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 FUSELAGE (A73023) PAGE 13 1
T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
















SYMBOL ALPHA THETA MACH
~ : :.00 0.000 1.203
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES









O. · 0.0 , .0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
REtERENCE FILE
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ALPHA 0.000 oZX"CM - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
RErERENCE FILE











THETA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 0.594 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1l.500
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FZLE

















SYMBOL BETA THETA MACH






or ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
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X/L
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.300
PHIS 90.000
REFERENCE FILE ' 


















ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
REtERENCE FILE
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PHIS 90.000
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PHIS 90.000
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.,000
REFERENCE FILE
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
REFERENCE FILE
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SYMBOL ALPHA THETA MACH
0 .000 0,000 0.596
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500SO
PHIS 135.00O
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REFERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 FUSELAGE
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
RaEERENCE FILE
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T301S1 FUSELAGE PRESSURES
.0 t t I' · _t ~t.--t--t- -j- -I
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X/L
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHiS 135.000
RErERrECE FILE
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ALPHA O.OOO ORBZNC - 1.500O
PHIS 135.000
REFERENCE FPILE
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES


























0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500
135.000
REFERENCE FIZLE
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURE'






























































0.7 0oe 0og SoO
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHZS 155.000
REFERENCE PILE






























02 BETA 0.000 OReINC 0.000
PHIS 135.000
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI FUSELAGE (A73027) PAGE 171
T301S1 FUSELAGE PRESSURES












MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 FUSELAGE
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PARAMETRIC VALUE&
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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___ 
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X/L
U
SYMBOL BETA THETA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2000 0.000 0.598 ALPHA 0.000 OR01HIC 0.000
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SYMBOL BETA THETA MACH P IC S
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T301SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 FUSELAGE
T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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X/L









































S 0.6 0.7 0.8 .9 l.O0
X/L
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS t135. 000
REFERENCE PILE
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 FUSELAGE PAGE 193(A73030)
T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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X/L
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MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 FUSELAGE
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHiS 135.000
REFERENCE PILE


















BETA O.000 OR8SZNC - 1.500
PHIs 135.000
RErERENCE rILE










































BETA 0.000 ORSZNC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
REFERENCE FIXLE
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - :.500
PHIS 135.000
REFERENCE FILE
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T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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0.3 0.4 0.9
PARAMHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.*00
PHIS 135.000
PEFERENCE FILE
MSFC! TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 FUSELAGE PAGE 206
T302SI FUSELAGE PRESSURES
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC -t 1.500
PHIS 75.000
REFERENCE FILE
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - $.500
PHIS 75.000
REFERENCE FILE
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBSINC - 1.500
PHIS 7S.000o
RErERENCE FILE
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOS3015 UPPER WING













0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
s75.000co
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
B7O3001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S1S UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. r t t t t I - t t tr r I r 'T--f*- *-t t-t'-'-I











BETA 0.000 ORSINC - t.S00
PHIS * V.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30s1& UPPER WING





















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1:500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73o001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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8ETA 0.000 ORBINC - .So00
PHIS ?5.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING






























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?73001) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 5.000ooo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(813001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI UPPER WING
(C73001) FLAGGCEO MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI1 LOWER WING PAGE 218
E
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.55 .60 .65 .80 .e5
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OS1 UPPER WING
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BETA 0.OOO ORSINC -' 1.00
PHIS ?5.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Sh UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





















































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
B873001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











.r-- r-T--r -- r-r'T-t'-F t t-rr-t- rr-r t r -t  1r r-t
I I I I I I I
. .... -- -- 







BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000 I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(5730011 OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING

































.55 .eu .em ., ,_ .
.3S .40 .45
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a., r rr r r t f I I r Irt I ' - rf-r-. -r-r *-rrrt-










BETA 0.000 ORBINC :- 1.300
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., rt -, I I I f r t ' I I 'r '-I f r r- r- -rt-r





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73001) FLAGGED MSrc TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30Oi6 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0,* r t I I f t f t f I I r- .I-Ir I p r-. " r- r-f-r










r - r-r-r-r- -r- 'P r-T- -I r-* r r p














.55 .60 .65 .70
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I73o001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs.oo0o


















T3O1SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e . r-t r t't t t r * *- ! t t S * r t'f't -# r-r- ,--r-
o ~ 








.25s .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .o60 .e6S .o .rs .80 .88
X/C
Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.645 0.997 BETA .0.000 ORSINC - .
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(o?3001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
, ' -- - t -___ I t f I _ t'-i t
. III I 
Q oa~ t4 ,,Q~ -0.2== 
_____ __ ___ ____ _ =
aL
-0.9
.10o .15 .20 .25 .a30 .3 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .b .8
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/8 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S11 UPPER WING
C7G300l1 FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 LOWER WING PAGE 2 9
rr/%ur It Z
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
m. rfr I I I t -f t f I  'r r-- -r- -r-r-
e .. - -
0o1 .. .. ';....
I I
r *Ir 
rl' I - r
beg-g t -SIT-===-F-. ==_____ _______ 
_______ 
_______ 
_______ _______ ==_____ ______
.














DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7?3001) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING




























T301Si UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












. I I L.





























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING








































BETA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 75.o000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 UPPER WING
(C73001) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301$1 LOWER WING PAGE .232
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRE,































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





., . .I I .I -r I- I~ r- I·III 
a,
... · · · .... · · · I , · · · · A · · · a af a ·f ·f · . fi J . . . A I 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING









































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS s5.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTZON















301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
r t-t t t t- - f t -[ I I I '-rrIt -- r- - r-rr-i










BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
ODATA SET SYNBoL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(473001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOS3018 UPPER WING











-0 8 X~ -0.2
-0.4

































BETA O.000 ORBSZNC - 1.500
PHS S.oo75o.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73001) OPEN HSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
¢C?3OOI) FLAGGEO HSFC TWT 550O LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAGE 236
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







-o rs ___ =__ =__==__==__
-1 g.s S ,..A., . , .. L... l .i.m
.s0 .s5 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .5s0 .s
X/C





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(1873001) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WZNG
(C?3001) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs5.oo000
PAGE 237
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS ?rs.0oo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8073001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
*~~ r' ,rve lip i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I l ItI' r t t t I I I I I / r Ir I I I I *it t I 0 lit I' I
·' a__ i II I
". i -i .-.. .... ...







I. I. I. I.
















.45 .50 .55 .60 .65
X/C
t._ t
.ro70 .r75 .so .5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000oo
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
















































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
ei~ III, r trt t r f -r-r r r--rr t--r---  r-IrT-rr rr -r -r-r-T -r , ,-i -- rr-T -r-r--r -
0.4
O,41. _-.......... + _-_ __._
: I












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C S3001) FLAGGEb MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
.65 .o0 .rS .o .0O
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 ORBSINC - 1.500
75.000
PAGE 240
T30lSI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.t tr t- tIt -t Ir tf.- r -- rr r-r-r--












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(t73001) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - .500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS Ts5.000o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8r3002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING














T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.. t't t t t I t r j t rt r-r-r--' rr-t- --r-r rrT-
. ~  ~ ~ !I
















r-t rt tr t-r. rt
I
.ro .75 .a0 .05
PARAMHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - .500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(173002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING






























_ ~ ~ ~ 
-
I I I I
1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES



















rJ r-r-ft t- r rI-'r
--
.. I .. ...... 
__....... __......























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
*073002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





.70 .75 .60 .5s
PARAHETRIC VALUES






-L -I.- I II
I T-r- ir.. t"
L I
I
I I 1 - -- ----I
-tt I! t I
I
T301ISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. t tin fr t tr rrfI r r r r f 1- -rr--r rrrT -rlr-r- 1 rr -t-Ir -r-t-t i- rr-r-rr i r r-r- 1-r- r r?- r-r
o,i -
.e. --------. - ----_--- _ __ _ _ 
_
o 1-
e~~s __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
e.. .- _ _
0.4 - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0...0
-0.6
_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~~~~ . . . , . . .
.10 .18 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .SO .55 .z50 .65 .o ,5 .80
X/C
SYMBOL EiETA rze MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
00 - 0o .845 0. 595 ALPHA 0,000o ORSINC - .'
.07 - 4.000PHtS 75.000
-2.000
-0 .000
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
*er3002) OP EN NSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301il UPPER WING
-Cr3 FL E SFC Tw 550 LAUNCH PRESS.uREs S LOWER WIN PAGE 24
.%' .  ,5 8  85 50 3  4  .4  .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .?  .8
x/c
SYMBOL BETA Y./5 MACN PALP A N0.00TRiG N -ALU
.- 6.00 845 AL A .  NC - o
4.000 ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P148 75.000
-2.000
[] 0.000
 S fiGURATiON O PTION
(073002)  M V 3 CH SURES 1S1 R I G
(C?3002) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30152 LOWER WING PAGE 246
.50
500
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eof r t t f'l I f r r t ! j . r -rf -A.1 ~? ?f~ iv? # r - ' ' = _ir -- =-r -r ir
















.S .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45
Y/B MHACH
0.845 0.595




r- - - -
.50 .55S .60
X/C
. 65 .70 .o0
PARAMETRIC VALUES






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING





















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



































OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B$73002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI UPPER WING












T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0. rt' t t ft r I It r -f tI f r- T rf r i r -r-
e r r 1_ i










ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC - a.soo
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(073002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S51 UPPER WING







































ALPHA . 0.000 ORB0NC - 1.500
PHIS S.000o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(973002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C?73002) FLAGGED NSFC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING' PAGE 251
1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., r t I t I f t I t I r r- -T rl-r-r -'f-r r'TI - - -tt f 1
i
0.e
~. '1 " .
· - 8-= = 
















































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a., r t . r 1 t ' 1 r * I I * 1 Ir*--r r tr 'r-r t f-I t
OV ['f Ir Ir I f f I' f r T 
f !
! If
0. ' -- t __I
* I~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.80 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45
V/B MACH
0.845 0.901




I t r t If Ir I r f t I
.70 .7s .00 .05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. t, t tf I t I r , -r I f I r-f-r-r- rt -rr-- r-
i J















.60 .65 .70 .75
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1(73002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. 'r T r t t I r t t f r 1r r-rf -r--r-r- .- rri
· I I
! _ __ -- t_ =_ =_ = = 
__ 
__ __ -


















.60 .65 .70 .75 .CO
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS ?5.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TJOISI UPPER WING































1'301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







ALPHA 0.000 ORSZNC - 1.500
PHIS rs.000o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BS3002) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T303S1 UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G., rl I I tt I * * rr r r r r I * -r r r-r-t-r rf
-- - I I r~~~~~~~~I 
t#W---. - - - - - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~













.55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .00 .S5
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 CRBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30OS1 UPPER WING

























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES



























ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(173002) OPEN. HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH. PRESSURES T30131 UPPER WING































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES









.15 .20 .25 .30












ALPHA 0.000 ORABINC - 1.500
PHIS 7S.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOQN
B873002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING






















t- I I I 
- 1 - l- -s~~~~~~~I 
l=ER ===
<t > - .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0, r-' ! -Ir *t rt-f '- I- - rt
-
'- T I IrlII1-
I I


















.35S .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .S65 .70 .75 .0O .65
x/c
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0. 000oo ORBINC -
PHIS S7.o00
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
































I t E .I
PAGE 259
aT301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




























r-r rI r'rtt r-rrT-t-T rttI
.' 7 , ji'_
.1S .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45
Y/B HACH
0.290 1.106
.50 .SS .60 .65 .70 .7S .a0 .65
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000oo ORBINC - 1.00
PHIS 75.000ooo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673002) OPEN MSFC TWT 5530 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73002) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI LOWER WING PAGE 260
c q




T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








, * i . . . .: 
-.10 .15 . .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .0 .5
os.o . n
X/C
SYM"OL BETA Y/S MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.290 1.106 ALPHA 0.000 OQSINC - 1.500
4.t 000 PHIS 75.000
O ^ .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(973002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011 UPPER WING
(C73002) ILACEO MSFC TWT 530 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI LOWER WING PAtr XZI
rrU. t I.b
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING










ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs.o000oo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(S73002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING



































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS S75.000
f I t I
.65
1.500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SOIS1 UPPER WING
(C73002) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











































- ,i I - I .
1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












-r-r-r- r- rr--rr rr-r-r- -r r r-r- rt-t-r
- T'r- r t-I r-t f I t -r t tI r r t- t '-
_i ~.. .... .... . . .. ............ ..
.25 .30 .35 .40 .4S5 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .10 .o5
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA . 0.00o0 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73002 ) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI- UPPER WING





















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES


















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5o00
PHIS rs.ooo
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(8r3002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING


































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONHFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(Cr3002) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING









































ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS r5.OOo
DATA SET SYNMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-(Br3002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T305S1 UPPER WING
(Cro3002) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30211 LOWER WING PAGE 267
T301SI1
0., t' I-t I
Ft. -
UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

































- r~T-T-lrl-'T-r-f tr-I'-f'-Ir 'r .... r' Tlr* r'
.00 .4S
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.1 IIII I I f I I I I rrII I r'IfI ' f-r-f
I i
0O I I I














.15S .25 .35 .40
V/B MACH
0.560 1.196
r f' I ' - ' Ir 1 I II t f II I t II
.45 .50 .55
X/C
I I I I
.60 .65
t I I 
.70O .75
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA O0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(87?3002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73002) FLAGGEO HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3lo1SI LOWER WING PAGE 268
0.o




















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURESj. rt I I I f I f r II,.  , ! I I r I -- .-. -lr--rT-
I i















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 7.000ooo
DATA SET SYMH8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN HSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING
































-iI I I I -1I
I
i--- - , - -- -- - I -- - I --- -I -- I I
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. rt, t I t t r T f ' r t r  t rF-r-r r r --
* 7t--





Vt *-t -t1 r rr t-
.70 .rs .e0 .50
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673002) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING






























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















ALPHA 0.000 ORZINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873002) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73002) FLAGGEO- HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SSI LOWER WING PAGE 271




































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES -











BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e?3003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
r, .- r 
-


















-! - i "Tl -I'-f
.O70 .'5
PARAMETRIC VALUES$
BETA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING








































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B3003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
























T3O2SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






BETA 0.000 OROINC - 3.500
PHIS S75.000
ODATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30261 UPPER WING





















t302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eB. *, r3 =
-0.4 i








.10 .1% .20 .21 .30 .35 .4
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B HACH








BETA 0.000 ORBINC . 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( 73003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(C?$003) rLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 LOWER WING PAGE 276
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












BETA 0.000ooo ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000oo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHI8 75.000
DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING














































t302Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eI r I f f t r I I f f'f f rf I -"t- r 'r- --- rf-r-r -ff
I I
. . -~ ~~~ I I" '





_ __ ___ _ _
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.65 .o70 .75 .00 .o5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 75.000
I .500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTZON
(873003) OPEN HSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING














.-r-ir I t r-r-rt r -r, r-r-rI
I I
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES rTO32SI UPPER WING









T302Si UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







0.000. ORBINC - 1.500
75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(875003) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN #SFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73003) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES





































BETA - 0.000 ORBINC - 1.SOO
PHXIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(073003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING






























e.j .rt t ! I I ' / I I ! f tr ! I I0  r ,


























.40 ,45 .SO .5S .60 .65 .TO .YS .IO .IS
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87r003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S UPPER WING
(C73003) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302Sl LOWER WING PAGE 284
UL
0. a
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O., It- I It f It I I I I I I r tr- I : t t II t It -r
-
t





















DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING











T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(·73003J OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING






























T302S! UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
' t t t TI I tI r t t-. r- r- -r-r -r-1 rrr
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673003) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





















































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - !&.500
PHIS T75.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING(CT3003) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 LOWER WING PAGE 288
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











BETA 0.000 -ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873003) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
PHIS 7s.coo
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN N$FC.TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C?3004) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 LOWER WING PAGE 290
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH. PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





1302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




rt-t- t r-t- rt-r-t r-f *
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN #SFC TwT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs5.o000
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN MSFC-TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












UI rr I -F
.65 .70 .75
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS rs5.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON
(873004) OPEN NSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.? rt- tt fI- t rt -.-r t-r r r-

























.45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .s0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 75.000oo
DATA SET SYHaOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.r t r I I I t t t t-fr I r r rtr- r -V -r -r i
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.55 .60 .65 .70 .7rs .60 .S05
PARAMHETRIC VALUE5
ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYSMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING






















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e t tr I f f I t i t I f tI j -t I It l--i -f' fI

























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500So
PHIS *S.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(67r004) OPEN HSFC TWT 5*0 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING







T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0 . .r. ..I-. f rf rI I Il' T I l-r -r- I-r'rr r-rr-rl
* i:- i
r-r r'-r rt-






















OATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIZGURATZON OESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING


























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a. t-t t I.-T. Ir .ItI'- r' I I f. - .- rr-.-
b I ? 




















ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 75.000ooo
DATA SET 8YM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(853004) OPEN MSFC TWT 5S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(073004) OPEN HSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
D, , tt r* r f t I I f I f I t Ir t-tI ! 'tKf- -- f--t-T-




























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES










ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73004) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 7S.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0T3004) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
.(C73004) PLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
T302SI





























ALPHA. 0.000 OR81NC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(073004) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30231s UPPER WING





























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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oATA SET SYMBOL CON7IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873004) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
-c%3004) PLAGGEC MsFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
PAGE 305
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.r t * *t f I I I t h t I f rrr- [ r-r t-- T-r-


















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.300
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8T3004) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.TO7 .75 .80o .45
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS Ts.000
DATA SET SYNMBO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Cs7r004) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302Sl UPPER.WING




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973005) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3005) OPEN MSFC TWT 530 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING






























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(9873005) OPEN NSFC TWT SS0 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING













































1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES


























DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373005) OPEN MSFC TwT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S5 UPPER WING





T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.r r~r * r * r' r "r f p Il --r r t r-i ' r-[ ---r- r t







OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021SI UPPER WING














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873005) OPEN mSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING

























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73005) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


























.T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES









DATA SET SYMBHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTS3005) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021SI UPPER WING





T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING

































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I t-












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CB73005) OPEN HSFC TUT 5SO LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251S UPPER WING














T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3005) OPEN HSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025i UPPER WING





























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





· BETA 0.000 ORBINC
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTiON
(B?3005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING














T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8r3005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Ol ip r t I r * t i f t I rr rr - -rrrr -rr I r-I






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BT73005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73005) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH-PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( o73005) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S2 UPPER WING






















































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B173006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING




















DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073006) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73006) FLAGGEoD NSFC TWT 55O LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
T302SI






























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONrXGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7300o) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
4873006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973006) OPEN ,MSFC TWT 560 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O2SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8r3006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING






















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(er3006) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302Z1 UPPER WING















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








-0.4.6 = === _______
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.10 .16 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60. .65 .70 .75 .80
X/C
SYMBOL BETA v/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.290 1.461 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC ' -
a 4.000 PHIS 75.000
O .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?37006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING


























1i302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73D006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING


































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBH0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1r3006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S UPPER WING
(C730067 FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30OS2 LOWER WING
T 302S 1



























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I.1 tr r r II f t I r t'r I r  I r-r r- rr r  - r- -- r-
_ i Ij




















DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTZON
(175006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T02SOS UPPER WING









T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT*ON
(873006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873006) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(B73006) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
., I ! f I f I I I t I r I 'I Ir *II - -1 r r-l l1-I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073006) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
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PARAMHETRIC VALUES 









-rrrt- r T t-t- 1 "'r
PAGE 343
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











BETA OO. ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(973007) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING






















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e., rI tt f I I t I r I- -r i- -- r--' - ---- i-r
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
OPEN 3HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING





























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073007) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESsaRES T30251 UPPER WING




























ODATA SET SYHBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873OOS) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
























ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS ?5.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B730O8) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302ZSI UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRE!
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHZS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
( DS73008) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING







T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢(T3009)} OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5009) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873000) 1 OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
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O.000
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T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGCURATION DESCRIPTION
(6T3009) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7S3009) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING














T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




















BETA . 0.000 ORBINC
PHIS rs5.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOQN
(0r3009) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73O010) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73010) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(8?3010) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WtNG
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73010) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING .





































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B750o0) OPEN MSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSUR£ES T302$1 UPPER WING




























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87010) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ZS1 UPPER WING

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3011) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING




































'301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES























OATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S1I UPPER WING













T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢373011) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING


















































i DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(673011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73011) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3Ol$1 LOWER WING
T301SI





























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS15 UPPER WING

































DATA SET SYMBSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION











T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(573011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING












T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
(B73011) OPEN o HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(C73011o) rLAGGED HSFC TrWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OlS1 LOWER WING PAGE 369
.65
.000
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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0DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30oSI UPPER WING
(CT3011) FLAGGED NSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301$1 LOWER WING PAGE 371
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T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BV3011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30t1t1 UPPER WING















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















BETA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 75.oo000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(gr3011t OPEN MSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30I151 UPPER WING






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br73011) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISi UPPERWING


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION
(B73011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550O LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30O11 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONPlGURA.TION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING


























































.50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .00 .6S
x/c
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 75.000ooo
ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C?3011) FLAGGED HNSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 379
1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. t-r I I r I t I I rI I f -r r I- r- r-rT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN USFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING


































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
873011) OPEN .NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I1 UPPER WING















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
























T30IS1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTsOil) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING








































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873011o) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73011 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYHBOL. CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION
(BT3Oli) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(tC7Ol1) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON OESCRIPTION
(973011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873011) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011 UPPER WING































T301SI. UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(073012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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SYMBOL BETA
4.000
6 4.000O s . oo
Y/B MACH
0.290 0.601
.50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .o0 .89
X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 75.0oo00
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30161 UPPER WING







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTZON
(B530121 OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING






























1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTS3012) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING





































T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T31OS1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873012) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t4873012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73012) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAGE 399
0.000
1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET 8YN#OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73012) OPEN MSFC TWT SSO LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(BOZ73012) OPEN MSPFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30OS1 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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SYMBOL BETA Y., a ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
4 - 6.o00 0.045 0.S95 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
- 4.00 PHIS rs.ooo
- 2.000
0 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-017312) OPEN HSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURE5 T3_1__ UPPER WING
0C 2) FLAED C TWT 0 LAUNCH PESSUE T301 LWER WIN PAGE 402
-0. 0 0 PHIS 
____ 0
SYMBOL BEATA SET YMBOH CONAGRAETRON DALESCPTO
(8730 ) N M C W CH S $0151 ER ING
(CC7$02) FLAGGED #SFC TWY 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TSOI5i LOWER WING PG 0
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873012) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S11 UPPER.WING






































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(573012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRZPTION
(873012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O1SI UPPER WING
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T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73012) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES


























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Sr3012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(SBr012) OPEN HSFC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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PAGE 41 0
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C7301Dt2) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 LOWER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATXON CESCRIPTION
(Br3012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
Crso3012) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAGE 4.12
0.6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73012) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

























































1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYHMBO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(873012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3015I UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73012) OPEN NSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
CSr3012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30 II UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3012) OPEN . MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30161 UPPER WING
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3012) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73012) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING










































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
(Br3013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(CT3013) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI LOWER WING
0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(97BO13) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
07o3013) OPEN - NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING
(C73013) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI LOWER WING
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
. 4(073013) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING















1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BD73013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISl UPPER WING
(C73013) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 LOWER WING PAGE 429
1301SI


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN NSfC TWT 5530 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7301O3) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

















































aT301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES


































OATA SET SYMBOH80L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(CT$3013) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI LOWER WING
0.000
PAGE 432
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
7Br3013) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301$1 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING
































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢D73013 OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(573013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
(C73018) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI LOWER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73013) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 950 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 437
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(Br73013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN MSFC TWT SSO LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN mSrC TWT 550O LAUNCH PRESSUREs T3011S UPPER WING(Cr3013) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 LOWER WING PAGE 44 1


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN HNSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTZON
(873013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING

























OATA SET SYNMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISt UPPER WING







































DATA SET SYNMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873013) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O0St UPPER WING(C73013) FLAGGED NsFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 445
T301SI



























)ISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
4S?3013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30t1S UPPER WING
(Cr3013) FLAGGED HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301&1 LOWER WING
T30





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
tC73013) FLAGGED HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301s81 LOWER WING
T301SI


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73013) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0. , ! I Ir I I r I r I f I r I * r t -r-r-r-lr *-l-T-- r
a - I I I --- 
















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B07013) OPEN HSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING









































1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
t · t I I v If ! f I  I I tI r-r-I' rt-r-I r-r-I-r







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION4
(873013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., rt t f I I I t-I I tI f f t -If-tl f-T- I '-rIr






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(B73013) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 UPPER WING







T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.l* _ -l . f- l ff l l_ l po fll







0DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I51 UPPER WING






























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a.Y 'tI f I III f t f t f tf I rv f ,'tr r'-fT 1 -,r-f --
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MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES ST3OISI UPPER WING












T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?3o014) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES















-- i lt-r -ir-tr Il
I.- : _ I










ALPHA 0.000 ORsINC 0.000
PHIS 90.OOO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OCESCRIPTION
(5l3014) OPEN HMFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING























I IJ I I11 f
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T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e I . r I t * I I i i i t I I I II I I III l f I I I
_ '
os: '~ ............
0.* - ..... - .
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.15S .20 .25 .30
v/B MACH
0.845 0.596
.35 .40 .45 .50
X/C






OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION .
(873014) OPEN MSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI UPPER WING







T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(U?3014) OPEN NSFC TwT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
4173014) OPEN MSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES TSOIS3 UPPER WING
(C73014) FLAGGED NSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 LOWER WING
T301SI

































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301%1 UPPER WING












OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
4S?3014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING



















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(CT3014) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAGE 461
e.c
0.4






































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
D., r-I' I II I* f r I t I fr fi -f rrf-, v vr-rI
I I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 UPPER WING













rr-rr -rr'r-r--r 'rlr'T T-r-rr-r
_ .0 ,
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 UPPER WING
(C73014) FLAGGED HSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S LOWER WING PAGE 463PAGE 463





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
* (73014) OPEN HmsC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O1Sl UPPER WING



















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. It It tI , I r f, . rt'"' r--  r T-.rr-U-r-r-rt -r- r-
,; 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-(BrS014) OPEN MSFC TWT $S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING













T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.r 't *'f t' t *t trI r t i'  ti-i"' ,-ttr-r s-r-r v- I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S11 UPPER WING




301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFrIGURATZON OESCRIPTION
(873014) OPEN NSFC TWT 850 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(Cl3014) fLAGGED mSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES r301Ssl LOWER WING PAGE 468
tL-;-F l 0 0 Wo === =-w
1 XALLX



































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. r It I I I t t f f I I f f -r 'r- -r--r-f't -r-rr-r-r
I I 'F
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x/C
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673014) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING









































DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7?3014) OPEN NSVC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T31OSI UPPER WING
(C73014) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
T301SI
G., "' I f 






























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING









T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
v. I r t II I t I * fr r I f r i f r- r t-r.r- - --rr r
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DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
4073014) OPEN HSfC TWT 5350 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Sl UPPER WING













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(073014) OPEN HSFC TWT 350 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73014) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI LOWER WING PAGE 4.3
0.000
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.. -1 ' ff I f f Iff Ifll
S.. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B301O4) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e., rI T I I ! t I f I I ! I f! f'l I'1 ,TIr r -" fr- : I
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION
(T873014) OPEN tStC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73014) FLAGGED HSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING
--
I- I I --l







T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.i r~t t t f I f I I f f f I I f I I t I I ! rfI * I I IfI' f* I I i gt * I I I III t * f I t *I t
0.4 ffl~i
I
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.10 .S15 .80 .85 .50 .55 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .o .* .80 .6*
X/C
SyMOoL BETA Y.O HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(i73014) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(C?3014I FLAGGED MsFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI LOWER WING PAGE 476
I 1- . I -
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73014) OPEN NSFCTWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73014) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T31OSI UPPER WING





























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(·7$014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T501·1 UPPER WING

































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B573014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011SI UPPER WING
























r'tl ifI t tItt ttIt tiIt
T301S UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET . SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
. (B?3014) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRE8SURES T301SI UPPER WING


































10 .I5 .2o .65 .70 .YS .S0 .S$
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873015) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., 't f f I I r I t t r I r If -r 1 It' i -1 tt



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373015). OPEN NSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30231 UPPER WING






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73015) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING












T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
·. ·* t I I t I I t I f r I fr t r-- -r-f tr t- fr-r"r fr-r rf-'r- '" -rl f-'-r-r r- II t1 f-r'r f rf- rr- T -r -r r"t fr rrr t
e, ------- . -- _- - . _ _ _ __ . __ _ 
_ _ __





0.- ..... - .... ....
*.10 .18 .20 .29 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .45 .ro .rs .,o .0
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.000 o.5eo 1.194 BETA 0.000 ORSINC 0.000
2 4-° . PHIS 90.000
O 6.000
O .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICUR4TION DESCRIPTION
-0.6
1111,3ol1 1 OPEEN NSrC TWT .5:0 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
-1 ~1 FLACCE0 HF TW _LU____CH PRSSR5 _OWRWICPAGE 485
.1OS
L
2 2 5 35 .0 .5 .0 .5 .0 6 7 7 a .
-e~~~~~~~~~~~/
SYBL APA V/ AHPRMERCVLE
--S'(C7015 .%ASE .N0 . C .3T 550 LAUNC PRSSRS . S25 OWE WINS .60~ .R 7 7 e 
* A^ r- 2vi
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING




e.4 -- 0 _ _ _









.10 .15 .30 .5 .30 .1S .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .S .s0 .69
X/C
SYMBOL :ALPHA V/B MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.000 0.845 1.194 TA 0.000oo ORBINC 0.0002 -6.000 PHIS 90.000
0 - 4. 000
a- Z.0000.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
( O7301 ) OPEN HSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C3 01S) FLAGGEO NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302$1 LOWER WING PAGE 488
. llw
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.r 1 ff t ! I r r t r. f t r "r-r-r- - r-- r -r-t-tr-
- -p .I I i i
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673015) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING







































T Ir! " · r r
t
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O., I I It' f f f t I r I - r I- rr -rt r- r- 







ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73015) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





















DATA SET SYHMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION






























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
QY IfI f f I I I I I I I1 TrIIl - l 
I i
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OATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATZON CESCRIPTION
(873015) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 LOWER WING

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3o015) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251s UPPER WING
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873015) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING








































ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373015) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING












1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o . r , f f I ff ft f I I f t r -r r r -rrIr-- -r-rr
















MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025i UPPER WING
























1302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
















.40 .45 .50 .S5
X/C




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73015) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION











































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
873015) X OPEN HSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873015) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(573016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021S UPPER WING




































DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET. SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D73016) OPEN M8sC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302Z1 UPPER WING





























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.t ,rt I *-t t - tI r t r,-rIrI I -i rTIrIr- r-r
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8 73016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING



































1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. rt-t I t t t tf ! t r f ' I -rr-i -- I .-
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION OESCRZPTION
(975016) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3r50281 UPPER WING

























































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0 , r t I It I I f f f jr t t ft r-t- [ . rT-i r rr --












ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC : 0.000
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(Br3016) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING














































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(So3016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING 
(C73016) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING PAGE 507
O .000
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES



















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFGZURATION OESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN NSFC TWT 350 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025s UPPER WING





























302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET . SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONVXIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN HSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021S UPPER WING













1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION























































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1T3016) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING












T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION :
(B73016) OPEN MSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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T302Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYNMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
B307016) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T5302S UPPER WING
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PAGE 514
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















ODAT4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B?3016) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSUREST30251 UPPER WING
























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873016) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73016) OPEN HSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(r30ol?) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0,~ e~t t f f I V r I I I I If I' I T
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'- It7 1 lr t lr"f 1' i' I 
I -*
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ElTA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(53017B) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA'TZON DESCRIPTION
(Br301r) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
C73o01l) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WJNG
PARAMETRIC VALUES
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.5S .60o .65 .70 .75 .O0 .aS
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 OR9INC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t(8730?) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING


































0.000 ORBINC - 1.500*
90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973017) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

































-g* ~.J....~..h.. .,,, .L... .J..L...L J,,,. ...J..L.. ..LL..J. al l .. L.. -A,
-.10 .15 .80 .5 30 35 .40 5.45 0 .55 
X/C





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRiPTiON
(57301r) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(Ca301?) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO281 LOWER WING PAGE 523




.60 .65 .70 .S75
PARAMETRIC VALUES
IBETA 0.000 ORSZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373017) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(CYIOI7) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI LOWER WING PAGE 524
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER





























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





-e u . _____
-a * : 
-0 S
-s I.
'.10 .15 .30 .85 .ao .as .40 .4S .50 .5S
0 6~~~~~~~~~~~/
SYMBOL ALPHA Y./B MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(175017) OPEN HSFC TWT S5 LAUNCH PRESSURES 730251 UPPER WING
CTSOi'T) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T50231 LOWER WING
I .6 .70 .75 .80 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES










BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73017) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(CT3017a FrLAG¢ MSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH P.,,£ 31O T30Cj L0..R WING PAGE J26
0
T302SI UPPER/LOWER






































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73O017) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING





















BETA 0.000 OR·INC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3017) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING




























1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a lk
1 ! l 1 i ilI'
, .4 .... ........ ...... . .. _






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
. s73017r OPEN tNSFC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSuREs T30281 UPPER WING






...... 5 ..20 .35 .30 .3A .40~ .45, .5i .5 '
x/c




C e I O Z H
¢U?3017) OPEN MSFC T T 550 L  U S $Z  
(CT&OI?)  Mar N 55 U  SSU S 1  I
.60 .65 .70 .75 .a0 .05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHI$ 90.000
PAGE 529
wr t- T- t rTt -,t l-t1 -tf Tt-tt t1t tf -t I '
I' 1I I j,
,i I ,
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. rt t t t I I I I ft f I I Yf r I rr -r- rr rl- r-



















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(Sr301r) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING













BETA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
CS7301?) OPEN 3HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021S UPPER WING














T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.r r t t I t tI t r I t r fi--r r rr' T- ' rrr r
9. …5 . - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
L L __P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0 I --- i---
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.55 .60 .65 ,75 .o0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873017) OPEN H5FC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING





T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
'.' ' . . ..... ' ... _.- _____ T " "
P . I
T tr -T - ' 'I T~- 1' -1 'Tl IT -'t ?*f I 'Ir I lr *f 
i





















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFZGURATION OESCRIPTZON
(873017) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING











































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C87301?) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(C?3OIT) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURE5 T302S1 LOW£R WING DAIrc C A
* * %J L. 1
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING
a., rf fI I f It I f I II f I ' 


































BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873017) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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t Tt-t t t t -t t tIt ttt t It tI t
I j I :
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢(1301S) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S UPPER WING












T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. · rI r I I , I I it r I I I-# I I I- #r,














ALPHA '0.000 ORBINC - I.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73018) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING


















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. ri .I , I , I I t 1 1 t f I t f I I I v , I v I---tr
. ~~~_! _ 1 __r
: : "' j - j _i i





















T' T -TT - T -tt t --T 1t t1
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ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(875018) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021S UPPER WING



















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.55 .60 .65 .o7 .75 .10 .I5
I - tf-
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION CESCRIPTION




























f * f rI
-._. .- ~
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING






























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES



















-rr-r-- --- r t-r -,r r t f -r-r-r r--rt r -
.S0 .65
PARANETRIC VALUES
ALPHA - 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(873018) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873018) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C701l8) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PREASSURFS T30RSt LOWER WING
T302Sl I
























0 A Grc , 'A 
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
, . l [ I I I I I fI [ f r I I ' r t l-ll r'[ F-r l'
I I 
. . . I I _ _ _ I _ _ _ _
I

























ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC 1.oo00
PHIS 0O.000
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING








































I II I I
l'r -t 'T"
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES









OPEN HSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING


































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
4B73018) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3s0251 UPPER WZNG
























1T302S1 UPPER/LOiER WING PRESSURES
.. I I IIII f II ' I I - I t r r I r- I - r'l- I
I .
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I-r I  I T. r -t t- 
.70 .00o
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
(673016) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
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.55 .60 .65 .70
I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I .-. . . I . . . . I . . . .I . . . . I . . .. .... . .... .... .. .... . .... .. .... I . ... .. . .
.75S .G0 .65
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873018) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873010) OPEN HSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING









































ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500Soo
PHIS 90.000
0ATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B7301S) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550.LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMHOL CONFIZGURATION CESCRIPTION































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I tIlll,- --flt! -r ' I I r I I r I II
F j
0.4









.10 .15 .30 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .00 .05
x/C
SYMBOL BSETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
a. 000 0.560 1.95r ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.300
4.000 PHIS 90 .00
6.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(57316) OPEN MSVC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
o&. .........
-s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o.
X/C ~ ~ ~ C
0~ ~ ~ 'ro Z.OOO O.6 . SFC .W ALPH LAUNCHlN 
- t.0












ao . - .s _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _





-l.a _. . . _
.10 .16 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 . 5 .60 .65 .70 .T5 .60 .85
X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
4 .ooo o0.645 1.957 ALPHA O.0000 ORBINC - 1.500
1. - 000 PHI S C0 .°°°
-2.000
0 0 .000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
(6730181 OPEN MSFC Twr 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302s1 UPPER WING
(C7SOIs ) rLA'CED MSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRF6uYRFS T3ros1 iUQWER WUlr P 5A .
T302S1 UPPER/LOVER WING PRESSURES
e.t if t t f f f i f t tf ! f r-t'f-r r-rrr
0 . 0r-1 r III I f r I I r I f tI I I-1 fl[f-TT-
i I ~ ~~~~~I I a i iJ
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(673018) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING







































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,1 #fII t lt t t 2 uf t r i S f VI If jf t t 1t rf r t~
J~~t ' ~ ...... _ _- .
§ _.- *____ ______ ___
t t1 t f t..I tt If. It ttt '
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.55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .60 .5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73019) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

























1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o., rtrt . I I- I I I f* " * r, rT-I r- ll-[I" - r- -Ir -r- -
i.
'. I
r V Trrjr-rTl -
r
-i I .. I I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br301t9) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025t UPPER WING










1302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e,1 ~r ! I I I I I I f ~[ V y f I I lr I[' J' ~ I ll I I -lr- r-
... e . .· .... . _
e .I
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.65 .70 .r5 .80 .8e
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION-DESCRIPTION
4(30O19) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.55 .60 .65 .70 .rS .o0 .45
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
, (073020) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























-4 -4 I I _ J i-I I
..
I
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eB . *f * t t r rf tfr r f f f, r r-r- r-r-rr rrr- rr-rrr- i-r- 
D. _
-0.4






'.0 .19 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55
X/C
SYMBOL BETA yofe MACH





- 1 . 000
DATBL CT SEA0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
0500
(973020) OPEN MSVC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S UPPER WING
4C3020 ) rLAccEN "SrC Twr 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
O6~ ~ T0'O AG I W
-o ~ ~ 0 L E
.60 .65 .70 .75rs .0O .s
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
PAGE 558
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES1. I, .t I I f I I I f f r f IT'l rtI I t -rt.l. 4--
I f i I tI itI





ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
(673020) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73021) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302s1 UPPER WING
(C730211 FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
0o . 000o
PAGF 5sO
1302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
... r. . t IIII........... ..- ......
t I
*I 
8-e - -. ___
r 'lr r'
-r- 1-t ri-ri rrf




























DATA SET SYMBN0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73021) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.. rt -I t t t f I r r tI -II rT-r- I-r-r-r
e .I* * _ __ _ ___
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r t -f'r f
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATZON DESCRZPTZON
(873021) OPEN NSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

























, I. ,. _
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
II . v r r I- rl t-I-Ir- rI--r-f - - r- fr-*--r -r-f-rT1
I i
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MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING







































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.,r 'I- f -ff t I fT'IIr Ir-' r I -r-r- -r-rrrr


















DATA SET SYMHBOL CONrzGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873021) OPEN NSFC TWT SSO LAUNCH PRESSURES T30215t UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Oo tr-t- t * * t * I r r r rr-' -- rr-i J F-'Tr-r I














.50 .55 .60 
X/C




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73021) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O251 UPPER WING






























































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7?3022) OPEN MSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025I UPPER WING
CC73UZZ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T:025: LOWR 'N5
0.000
PA=<E 56r r 
.tu .o0 .2u .25 .30 .55 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 . .*S .00 .*a
X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y'B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.290 4.960 ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC 0.000
2 4.000 PHIS 90.000
0 6.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673022) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73022) FLAGGEO HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING PAGE 567
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.1 rt t t *# I I I I t , f II i I 1I--r-r I
: ii. I
=f_ o a- --











OATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATZON CESCRIPTION
(873022) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(875022 OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING






















































1302Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.?, rti t-t t I I * I F- * I I I t -- r t r t -- r-rr
I II
' ~ ~~~~ i I
· r r-r
-r -r--r-l -1rl--'r -t- r--r t--r tir' r rt- 
: ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ..- 9
+ffff X~~~~~~~~~~----












OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(g73022) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
(C?$O2) FLAGGEDO MFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 LOWER WING
tttt-



























-rT-r rr-rr r't 
-1
PAGF 570
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. v r * r f f I t f ft  ftt-trt -rr-rr i t-rr-r










_ _ _ _ _ _
-Ii* .a. . . . .. .. .. J..... . j.i. .. ... Jl. .l.. I .l . l. . .
.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .3S .40 .45 .50 .55
X/C




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873022) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73022) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 90.000'
'PAGE 571
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




0. --- ___ . __ 
-0.0
O G-3 < 
- 0 .
. . . . . , . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .
'~ .10, .15 .20 .fPS .30 .35 .40 .45 . SO . SS
X/C
SYMHBOL ALPHA Y/s MACH





OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OE$CRZPTION
-0~~ *
-a .e 
-1.0 .- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
123 OPEN SFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301.40 .45 .50 .WING
7'3 023 LAGGD NX/SFC TWT C A PRES T- LW WNG
YM   V/B H





or  VHS  CURATION S I TION
(9730331 OPEN HsVc TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OlS5 UPPER WING
scC30z3 J PLAGGC NsPc TWT 550 E AUNCH PR~ssRaT30:f, LOWR WinC
.60 65 .70 . .00 .65
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
PAUE 572
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(Br3023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O0Si UPPER WING










T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0 ., r f I I t I t f f -Irf r tI t r- r r-l-r r -i-r--r-t-Ir
e.* t---__I _
."  t















,60 .65 .70 .S75 .o0. .05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.OOO
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?37023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
ORATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
8r70Z$3) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30O31 UPPER WING



























' S0 .s .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 *T5 .8o0 .0s
X/C
SYMO80L ALPHA Y/B HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- . O000 0.845 0.596 BETA 0.000 ORZNC - 1.5o00




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
(C73023) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRFSSUiRES o£ Oz: LOWER I.. in PAGE 57G
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
111 1
I r * f I I I f I I I rI I * I rI 'r l- r-rI- 





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7302Z3) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING












T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. t r 't  r *,- r t r r r-t -rr -r--rr- r-r-r-r
-1 -t- 
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.55 .60o .65 .70 .75S .80 .os
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73023) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S51 UPPER WING

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING















































BETA O.000 ORBSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
B73O023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O0S1 UPPER WING









































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.I, r t t t -t r I -r-r t r-rr --rrt-- r-r-r














































_ _ _ I-
.65 .70 r5 .ao .0s
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION











1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0,vrtt f * tr t I I I t- T' f I 'I,- fit'r-
i
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.55 .60 .5 .0ro .75
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Brs023) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES rT301s UPPER WING
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873S023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000 1
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30S1 UPPER WING

































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 
DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN MSFC TWT 
550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI 
UPPER WING
(Cr3023 ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 
































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING
(C73023) PLAGGEcO MKf TW T 550 LAUNCH PRE$SUREa T301S1 LO'"ER "NC
- 1.500
PAGE 586
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
·. r tI, t  f t r - - fI -r. t-rr r-r-r-fr--r-
' i.. .--- -- : I~~~~~
I'-rl
Ft
E ___ = === = _= =
ff X Q;X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1










.55S .60 .65 .70 .7S .s0 .0t
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t073023) OPEN HSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B730Z3) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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'tos .15 .20 .25 .301 .35 .413 .45 .. g .o
-a./~' ~X/C






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B7J02 3 ' OP EN HSFC TWT *550 LAUNCH PRE35:URRES T301SI UPPER WING
(C z0 3 rLAccED HSFC TWT S5 LAUNCH, PRESUQES T30131 LOWER WING
-o, ..0~
-1* I&. IL.A .4.LL .~.LL.L .J..L u1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
G~ ~~~~~~~~~~/c




*DATA  riGURATiON OCSCRI ION
(57302 )  NS c  55  NCH SSU ES OI ER I
S023) F AGGED NSFC  550  ES RES 5 R I G
.60 .65 .70 .s75 .o0 .0s
PARAMHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500S
PHIS 90.000
PAGE 589
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.r t r * f* t I f I I r f r fr--r t f t r-IriI' r r-T "t














BETA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONPIcGURATZON CESCRIPTION
(Br7o02) OPEN MSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.55 .60 .65 .70 .s75 .sO .15
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRZPTION
(B73023) OPEN MSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO31l1 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - .1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING




















rr% A cu JE 3
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3Ot$1 UPPER WING











T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING












-. 0 .15 .20 .25 .30 .5 .* .eO .S . .6 .
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y., a EACHPAMERCVLS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
.Sr. 23 ) OP.EN .S0C TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T501.1 UPPER WING
,C 730231 rLAccED HSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 LOWER WING AG
PAA PT ALUES
6000
8YHBOL AL OAhSE SYMBOLA CONFIGURTION VALUSCPT
(8730 ) EN HSFC CH SURES 3 151 ER ( ?$ ) F GG D M V 5 NCH URES 5 R P E
1. 500
595
1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






Is . . . .. ... . .. .a.. ... . .. . . .
.II1S t .85 . 30 .35 .40 .45 .o50 .55 .60 .65 . .7S .60 .o5
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA V/ M4ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.000 0.290 1.203 BETA 0.000 ORBINC -- 1.500




DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION
(73023) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(Co7302) FLAGGED MFrc TWT 5S0 LAUNCH PRES*URES TSOCS. LOWt ':N: r^GE J9'" 
....................... ~I~U . ..) 
1301S1





















.30 .55 .60 .65 . TO .S75 .60 .45
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 OR8INC - 1.500S
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873023) OCPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73023) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 597
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























BETA 0.000 ORSINC - I.500
PH1i 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873023) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
CTS3023) FLAGCCFO MFC TWT 54f LAUNCH PRESSURES T301$ LOWER '':NC
rPrAGE .JCO,jo  J
a-
ui
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
., Tf I I I f I I I I I r I I I I r rl fr -Il I -f ' I
-. 
*1I I 
t fI If t -f'IuIII f -f-I fr f'r T I -l'- t I I I f'fT II
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(673023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING


























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073023) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING

























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
ea. r1 t I t I t t t r f Ir f r11-r-f---r- r-r-r--





















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.$00
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(573023) OPEN HSFC TWT 550D LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73024) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(Cr3O24) FLAGGED #SFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30!P E LOWER WINe
T301S1
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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_ I I I. _
.25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55
X/C
I I
.60 .65 O.70 .75 .O .65
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 ORDINC - 1.500
PH1I 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.w rt I t t t t I t f I -r f f r r t r t* *- r-r -t-r-
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I r' I' f I
I _ j .
t t f f I '1
I "I
.70 .75 .00 .05
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(973024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING































1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING











T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.· rT t t t I t I t I t t I T r-l rI rrr rl 
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.45 .50 .55 .60 .65
X/C





DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING













ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(7Sr3024) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING





























1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIQN
(873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING












301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 90.000
ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73024) OPEN HN$C TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(C?3z024) FLAGGEO MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH.PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 609
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING

















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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.70
1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
¢873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING




















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O. ' I -f r I I t i r I rr r---r-r -r-r-l-rr
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
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ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973024) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eG., t t tt I v t It t I ' - T--r- t
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.65S .70 .?s .00 .s5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIPTION
(Br73024) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
























PAGE b i 6
T301SI




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(830024) OPEN MSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301o1s UPPER WING
(C73024) FLAGGEOD MSC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30Os1 LOWER WING PAGE 617
- 1.500
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES














.25 .30 .55 .40 .45 .50 .5S .60 .65
X/C
-1'1-t 1T t It -
.70




ALPHA 0.000 ORSZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8r3024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING

















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES



























* ft r 
.75s .o0 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING



































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





ALPHA 0.000 ORBSINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(*Br024) OPEN HSFC TUT 5s50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING




























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.10 .1S .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .?0 .S .80 .55
X/C
SYMBOL BETA V/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.290 1.095 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
a 4 .000 PHIS 90.000
O 6.000
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B73024) OPEN MSFC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73024) FLACGED NSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAr.FC rl 
rruL ZL 
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a-r ri .I r- I I I I-I I I i r I I I I-Ir -I'-r1r r -r












.55 .60 .65 .70 .7S .50 .05
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I81 UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o. tt t t r i t f t I-r i - t t f t r-r-rI r










































ALPHA. 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e73024) OPEN MSrC-TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T011S UPPER WING













T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. , t * t tI f r I r *r f Ir r · rr r'-r- r- ,1
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.45 .50 .SS .60 .6S .r70
X/C
-- v-r Irt r I 
.rS .S0 .65
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 OR0INC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073024) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 90.000
ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN NSFC TWT SSO LAUNCH PRESSURES T3Ol15 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES

























ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES r30sl1 UPPER WING














T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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PARAMETRIC VALUES






NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING

































ALPHA 0.000 ORIBZNC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131S UPPER WING

















T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. I'r f f *I f I I tf f- f f - r - fr-yt -1 -r-




















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 UPPER WING
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PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - I.500
PHIS 90.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873024) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30SI UPPER WING
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 90.000
* DATA ACT SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73024) OPEN #src TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3018OISI UPPER WING






















BETA * 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T$01SI UPPER WING

















T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















BETA O.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIQN
(B?3025) OPEN NSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 UPPER WING
















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
' DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON
( o73025) OPEN HSfC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30IS1 UPPER WING
(C73o025 ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PknSSURES T30/13 LOWER WING PArEc CS3s9 IWL - *.d .
T301St





























1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973025) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(173025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





























1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES










BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET HSYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8?3025) OPEN MSFC TWT 5o50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING





































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(C73025) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 LOWER WING PAGE 639
T3011SI
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING



















.70 .?S .*0 .15
t301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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X/C
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PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73025) OPEN HSFC TWT 5S0 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SO UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC .- 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B83025) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





BETA 0.000 ORBINC - I.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B?302S) OPEN NSFC TWT 350 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.60 .65 .70 .75 .r0 .45
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0ETA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMH0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN. MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING


















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHZS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCR[PTZON
(B73025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Si UPPER WING




























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
B.. ~Y f f * t ! I * f I f I f I flfl ' t t--t-t-rr
e. a i ---... _.__.












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB73025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OS3 UPPER WING
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(BD3025) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Sl UPPER WING
































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,.trt t t*tlt tlt t r ll *tltttt ftl*t r -t/"rl-





















BETA 0.oo00 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION












,T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(973025) OPEN HSFC TWT 530 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OIS1 UPPER WING
(C73025) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 50 LAUNCH PRCS3URES T30iSbi LOWER WING
r-ft TIT t t t T T t I t I I -
PARAMETRIC VALUES


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Y. ? r ! ' t f t f * I III Ii i I T t "' I -
















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING















1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
S.? r I I E I t 1 * t I I I I I II t I I I ! - l -l'- .















-t-T I-t t T2 1I
.60 .65






BETA 0.000ooo ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,. Tf * I T I  I f It 1 Ir-f- tf " t fIr- rr1-I-




. t-I TIf t f1-T- T-1 T 'T. I





















BETA .0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING































1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
CB73025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Si UPPER WING































DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(CT3025) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TSOIS1 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES




















T301S1 UPPER/LOER ING PRESSURES
. '4'- , f 7 r , r r * r f r I; r 
__ r__r-%T-r
G6 * * * .
___ . _






BETA 0.OOO ORBINC - 1.5O
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(873025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING






























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a. rv * I *IIf'IIrI- r I I I I r ' * I f r I r-v-- T i-
vB MACH
0.290 1.200
1'?f I t * t * r I * I * t jI r I * ' * I
i
. .. t t i
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBzINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151. UPPER WING






























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.v * I  I I I I I I I I I I t r r r I I r r-rt
.e .. ... _ .*
















r-r-r- r r-r- -rr _ r r-t' t 1
I









.55 .60 .65 .70o .7? .e0 .as
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500O
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873025) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING















T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0e -.* - -. . . .- 





0.4 L...o . ___ __ . _
0.5 __ 
_ _ __ 
__ _ ____ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(875025) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

































T30IS1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a.' ,rI . fIffI I If v f r r T IFr- Fll r 7 I , I r f . - T f, t ! I , * f * t I . I ,







Ii 000 0.845 1.200 BETA 0.000 ORtNC
. 10 .15 .20 .25 .30 HF .40 4 PESUE5 T S 5 .0 5 .LOWER WING 
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA V/B MACH PARAME:TRIC VALUES
2.000 0.845 1.200 AlTA 00 BI C .- 1.5~0
4. 000 PHiS 135,.000
O t. 000Q e.0o00
DATA SET SYMBOL CO)NFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873055) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181% UPPER WI/NG
(C73025) FLAGGED MSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301.81 LOWER WING I::Ar'~ CC1
rI/%I. rJ c i
T301S1 UPPER/LOVER WING PRESSURES
* . P f f f * t t I V t T f rr Ir  If fi t r iI rr-T-r lr-r-rT r - r - r r T rr T t r T t tv v * · -
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.65 .·5 .80 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFPIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(B73026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30153 UPPER WING

























1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O.? Pt I I I fI I Il I I I I I I f I1t'r rl I -f I I I'I I 
C., '.. - . . .. ..... ....
B.. _ .-- -.... .. _.. _.



















'I -1 I It t l 
I
If, ' I I
I
t I I I
I
I trll ItI I I I ft fl
I

























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 13S.000o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B75026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C?$026) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING PAGE 663











1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. r I I I t t I I t II  I f I I' I I f'I t I I I f I
.15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45
Y2B MACH
0.560 0.596
'l' tI f t' t I I I It IIt If Iff







DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301t1 UPPER WING

































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o6 rt rt ! t f t _'t _ t t I ttr t-r r- -t-t *' r-r-r
m.m _L .. ....., ....,.___.__.._...._.
-r-rT- l-- r---- lr I 1 Il '-tr -r- -r -t-r--- ltr - f- t t r-t -'r-t--r ft t- t f I
.. ,- 1.
-._ . S .J
.1,^0 .J 5 S..2, .25 .30










.60 .65 .70 .S75 .60 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.560 0.596 ALPHA 0.000
PHIS 135.000
ORBINC - 1.500
DATA SET SYMVBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t873026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING







































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.. rt r r t I t ttf t t t t t t f i r-r--f -ri-r-1
._
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I r-7 -I iI rr t-v t -tt t t t tII f It t T I t r 
X/C
It I I I
m- ...====..==










.70 .75 .e0 .S5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS S135.000
1.500
DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
;CC?',-"; 7LAGGCEO N3FC TWT 550 LAUNCHI Pr.SSUREC, TO1.: LOWER W;INC frA'f- C'66


























.~50 °35 .40 .4S .50 ,55 .60 .eS
a
T30 SSI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN HFPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING







































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a. 1 rI Ir I I r f r- I r r r-r-r 'I
tS* - . ...... .. _..








ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(373026) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING



























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.r .lt *TI * i * f lt * * * ftI F f t -r r i-r i T r-t' I
- -- -.-- -- I _ _ _ _
















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.So00
PHIS 135.000
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30131 UPPER WING
















T301Sl UPPER/LOWER VING PRESSURES
, *rI r V tr r r r r r r r r r r rr r r r rr r r r rr r rr rr r rr r r r * r * * * Vr I f 9 c V r , , . I




.55 .60 .6S .70 .75S .80 .is
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 - ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I51 UPPER WING

































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G., F t f tI f r I rr Tr 'T-r rr  r-r t-r-
60 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 1
0.g I _ _. I I_ _
Ii~ i 












L. _ L _
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Y,, MACH
0.560 0.900
rr rvr--r - t r-t r- T-lr- t I
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I V I 5 I I 9 I I, 9 9 t V 9 t t I V t i f s t
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i
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_ __ _. 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.00O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30SISt UPPER WING



















.60 I .65 I
1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G., r I I I I f I I I I f I r- f rrfT- r-,I
a.. - --- - *1 -- = =
I. 6
i.





Er-rl,- r rlr-r-f- r - -I Y r I -[ 'lt t
i.-
.35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65
X/C
It I I I I I I I t I
.70 .75 .60 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(863026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING

























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o, P It t r f r r r r I , t r r r r r r r r r rrr rt T r- r r rT - rI r 1 T1I9I1 f I 5IVIVI
4 4 4 -t *-- -!, :




















r t rr f r t I ff r
I
.60 .65 .70 .75 .$0 .o5
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON CESCRIPTION
(573026) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES rT30s1s UPPER WZNG

























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(973026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING
·C7o?;=;G FLAGGED .SFC TWT 550 LAUNCH P;RESSURES T30151S LOWER WZiN PAGE 6 
0.4 
0., F ...






















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
(873026) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
(B73026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T$01SI UPPER WING

















r- A Gc E 0/u
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
*., r,'1 t i t * i r t r tt t r 1 t t rt- I t - v- f r
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(7r3026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30oiS1I UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.I7 I f I III II I t I I I.! I t I I v I
IL I
r I-f r- -r t f-r 

















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.$0o
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7o3026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301I1 UPPER WING
(C(7r26) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PAE33URt3 T:O:3S LOWER WING PACE 678
0









































1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I. It- r *t -! t ! * t r T -rr- t - t~ ''-- f J ?',






t. t 1 I
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.40

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN SrFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
























vf-t-t t'T 1 1 I t tI f I 
PAGE 679
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC r 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING











T301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87r026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(573026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C?3!02) FLAGCCED 4FC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESukLS TiOS1 LOWER WING
T301S1


























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a, r t I I I I I I I I t t' It t r'l r rr-rlr-r'l-r-rT-- 
f i
.I r,' ' i ~ ' ~ .~ v w v r r I if--i






ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
8er3026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING





T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES










ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING


























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. r-r f * ' r i ! *-ir r -t"r-rlrr-v-rI-t ---- I-s-
:.... I _ 
_ _ 
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7S026) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING

















1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. rt * I I I I I I jt I t tIt-t - -rr-rt r-Trr


























t t I I t t -t-t
:
I
It tf f 
.75 .0o
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 ORBSZNC - 1.500
135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
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PAGE 686
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES




























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC --
PHIS 135.000
1 .500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING






























t301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.55 .60 .65 .70 .7S .l0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 13S.OOO
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973026) OPEN HSFC TWT 550.LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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1301SI UPPER/LOVER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3026) OPEN HMFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SS UPPER WING(Cr3026) FLAGGEO HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 LOWER WING PAGE 689















































0 .a~ ,zu .zO *S0
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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.70 .75s .0 .e05
PARAHETRIC VALUES ,
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(S?3026) OPEN MSFC TWT SSO LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING
(C7o026) FLAGGEO Mi'C fWT SS0 LAUNCH PRESSURES TrI;l LOWER WINC P G 9
I I
t-' -t-tit t- * ttI t t t ! I f f t
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.'.· rt I I I I f t t I * I It Ir I t- r l -l- I ' rr - t- I rr
_ F _ .__ I
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I v a I
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.70 .75 .00 .S05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000O ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3026) OPEN HmFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING


















T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Ii r _ t I I t I r I I t r v e-r- r rrt-r ' -- rtl,~-










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTZON
(B7r3027) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301X1 UPPER WING























1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
9., rt I t I T I I r I I t -- rr- It -T- I -'-r-r


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073027) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



































t301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B?3027) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3o0181 UPPER WING






































DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION





























T3l01SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Btr302r) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH rRESSURE6 T5oiSi UPFER WING




























t'r It t t t t I I I  t t t
-. . L - - - , I I 
I I
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,, r I I t r r Ir t I r I I r I r I f f r' rrr-li






















BETA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br73027) OPEN MStC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(973027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRFSURES T3O!S! UPPER WING
(C73027) FLAGGED MSFC TwT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES rT30sSI LOWER WING
0.000oo
PAGE 698
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION






































r-rr r-l- t- rrr t- -t- -r-Ir-l'-r-r-T r- f -f t-rt"- ' I -S'I I t -rt t-
%o .°% .35 .60
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. S f f t I I I I t I f I I I r Tr f Il- _ -_-_I I
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P~ ~ ~~~- I
.20
, r Ir- * -r" 't T r-r1-i
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON OESCRIPTZON
(97302?) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPOER WINC
































~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ': i 
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
T, r I r I I I *I -t r I r f I r "r -









.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .O .75 .50 .85
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B HMACH PARAHETRIC VALUES




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73027) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301s1 LOWER WING P AG 7 1
! ,%~,. I U ·
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
IJ, t I' t t t I I * It t t t I I f J I f f I I I JJ'rFJ r-r I-r r- rTr-r1-rT- -r r-Tr r-r-rt -T rt T r i t i t * t t t t ' , ' -







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73027 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





























1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o,) r. t t I I I I I r t l I I I Ir I I ? IJr f r r - I t-t-11'











































DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(83027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING






















.35 .40 .65 .ro .rs .80 .IS
W.4
I
.15 .20 .25 .30
1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87302?) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T31OSI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OS1 UPPER WING





























1301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(0?502?) OPEN MSfC TWT *50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING





T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73027) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH FRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET 8YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OlSl UPPER WING



























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O., !'T f I I I I f I I I I r I I f I r r-t tI - r-






















DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING












T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING

















t301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e, t' f f t I I I f I t I f I f I f I t -- fi rI r-1
YS8 MACH
0.560 1.102





OATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATZON CESCRIPTION
(B?3027) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING






























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES .T3011 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e.s I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73o027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301iSI UPPER WING
(C73027or) FLAGGED MSFC TWT $50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O:13 LOWER WING







T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
er rf f * * r I f r r t ttf t 1 trl *tlr- r- rr





















DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073027) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING
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ea
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
b*I P * I I I I t t t t I 1 i I t I -i--I a f ur II T-I-1
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X/C
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87302?) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
(C73027) FLAGGEC MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI LOWER WING
I .

























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0o., r t t I fl f If  I I * r r -f F* rf-rl-f T-
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873027) OPEN MSFC TWT.550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3O0S8 UPPER .!NC
…Crzs; rLACGEO MSYC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
0.000
T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING
0. t, I t I If r * I I t I t t r ' 
































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73028) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301&1 UPPER WING




























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.8 t * * * ... .... t.t......
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X/C





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8?3028) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30ISI UPPER WING























1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000oO ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 13S5.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011OSI UPPER WING



































T30151 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e,? flIIrII IV I *ti f I If T I t I rl -T I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
'C7T'; . FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301Si LOWER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8753028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING
(C7Z3028) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3015 LOWER WING
































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3OISI UPPER WING




































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION ,
(7SOZS8) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING









1301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION CESCRIPTION
(073026) OPEN MSFC TUT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING




















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0o .r f I f I t I ! P I I f P f 'l r I r -r '!*






























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(C73028) FLAGGED MSPC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING












































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eO · t t t I I t I I I t I I t I t t rr- r r f rr T-rI-T--
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(073020) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING



































T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o. r I I f r r I r t I It Irr t * r-- *r- I I 






























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
ct73.l7e FLACCEO O43C TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSuREs T301sO LOWER WING PAGE 734















.70 .715 .80 .d5
0. 000
;I UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873020) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 UPPER WING
(C73028) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO01SI LOWER WING
T301S
























T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Oyrt tr/lf tf tr t trftI rr lr r rll rf'll
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
CC730281 rIACGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TS051 LOWER WING
a-
U










I 1 ;r rlr f f
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73o2Z8) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3015S UPPER WING












































1301Sl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING





























T301S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















OATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION OESCRIPTION
tB73026) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
















T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIZON
(B73028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING


































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
tl.t t t T t I t tI t t f I t r r6 r t 6l I II r '-
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X/C
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B73020) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
L7A3078) FLCCEo NF; TWT - $ LAUHCH PRESSUkES 30151S LOWER WING
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T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30tS1 UPPER WING












































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e,1 r I t I I I I I f I r I Ir f ifr Ir-rTr -I'I r-lr
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.10 .15S .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .o70 .75 .l0 .8S
X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.000 0.845 1.101 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
- 4.000 PHIS t35.000
- 2.000
O" O0.000
D ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073028) OPEN HSFC TwT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3011S UPPER WING
(C?~°2 -A FLACCC ,'-FC TWT 550 LAUNCH PFESSURES T30135 LOWER WING PAG, 744
. % l... , .l[
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. r t f I . * r ....- 'rr-r -T.- ... '.-r.. T
:: 
_ ::::: __ =
·. j
G.I~~~~~~~~~ ....;........t.













0DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7o302) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 UPPER WING
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OATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTZON
B?53028) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
(CY028)! FLAC-CED 1FrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30151 LOWER WING
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e,. I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I t tI I Ir i-t tIl t I'rr-I
I II
e., - -- -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301SI UPPER WING(C73r028) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30181 LOWER WING PAGE 747












































T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION
(873028) OPFN MSFC TWT 55 LAUNCH PRFSSUREg T301SI UPPER WING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(73D02S) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301iS UPPER WING
$C7302Z) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301oS LOWER WING PAGE 749
T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES







































T31SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING


























'T301SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I,1 rt I I t I I I t I I I I t I r frr Ij ir-rt-r -I
·~~~~~ i 
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873028) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T301S1 UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION
(S731!9! OPEN MSFC TWT 55 n LAUNCH PRESSURES T $302S UPPER W!NG

























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I * * f tI I f I I i t r rI rr Tr- -t-r-
0. -























DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIZGURATION OESCRIPTION
(873029) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a , r t I I I t t t f Ir I- -rr rr-r-













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
* (B73029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING


























1302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8?3029) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873029) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING








T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ,
(B?3029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S UPPER WING















It If-T t I t II '-- t1 -' 1-r -rl-T-
I
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B7r3029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(¢B3029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING











T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873029) OPEN MSFC TWT S50 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING

































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0. - - - t t f I I f r i II I _
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' i
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- 0 .
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-10_ .1 ,. .. 
,.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/s MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(83029) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(C.3029) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 LOWER WING PAGE
0.000
763r, ,Aut
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






.1t 0 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .ro .S75
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
8- .000 0.290 1.947 BETA 0.000 ORSINC




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073029) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING













MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
0.000
T 302S I





























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., rt * t I t I f I r fI r I r f't t t I t f r-I
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973029) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING






















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e*. r! t i t t I t I p t t p t rtr-t- ---rt-r-r r-r-r-r -r-rrT- -rr -r-rr 'r- -rr---v-r -tt-tt -t--t-t-r -r-t t-r r-rt1
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-0.50 .2 .20 .25 ,J0 .3S .40 ,45 _.S5 _0._5 .ro .r ,ao .9
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y.'s MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
02.000 0.560 1.947 ETA 0.000 ORBINC 0.000
4 000 PHIS 135.0002 6.0DO6 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873029) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING









_0, A.. ... ... ... ... ... ... . ... .. ...
.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .r5
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 0.845 1.947 BETA 0.000 ORBINC




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B73029) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S1 UPPER WING
(C73029) rLAGGED ";ZC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING PAGE
0 . 000
768
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,It ? t t f i * ti tIr f r t r I r- f ,- r I r r-r'
'.6J
Jl4J-* _ ...... , ... ,.,.__..
Ble j 1-----.....










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73029) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
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T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30231 UPPER WING
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PAGE 770












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8?73030J OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Pt f ~ ~t~t ti~,---rs -*F-.-f-r-r--f--l-r-r-rr-rr-r--rq*fr -Ttf~-t
-0o
90.4
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%/C
SYMBOL BETA Ysa MACH
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
C?3O30) FLAGGcEn SFC TWT 55O LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING












DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN . HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C?73030) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI LOWER WING
T302S1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTZON
(Br3030) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING
(C73030) rL.CCE D mzrPC TWT ;,0 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING PAGE 774
0.000
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o.? r t r 1 I t I I r , , , I I I r I r -r rr -rI- r 
0.6 .. - · ... j
'. 












































_ I L._ I I




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












-* .1. ........ 0. .,. . . . . . ' ' ·. .. . . . . . . . .
.10 .15 .20 .25 .530 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .7S .60 .6*
X/C
SYMHOL BETA Y/. a HACH PARAHETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 0.290 1.467 ALPHA O.000 ORBINC 0.000
- .000 PHIS 135.000
- 2.000
O 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
("73030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73030) FLAGGCEQ SC THT 550 LAUNCrI PRESSURES T0Q2si LOWL WING PAGE 776
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B973030) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING












T302SI UPPER/LOiER WING PRESSURES
0. p, t f fI f I fIIII f t r rr r f f r * r I r -i rt-1
,- .-..- i .....


















OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
ao. rF ft * I f I f r I r-I r -r r r r-r-r-rr
: !
O.(i-~ '



















DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302s1 UPPER WING













T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











.55 .60 .65 70
r- r --r-
L- - - - -- - -P--
- - --- - w -
W - W A-- - S ^
_ g __e < __ _
_ _ _ _ == w _
. _- . _ _ f-
. _ _ f
.








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
























r-r-r-r-u -r-r-r--r-rr tr' t- lr -Tr-r-It- t--T-Ir-f- t r-r-t
-1. I ,
o00
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
a. t rI t tI I I I I I I Ir t-l-'r- V-rr.r I- --- rr-
I
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3030) OPEN HSFC TWT 590 LAUNCH PRESSURES. T30251 UPPER WING
































-or.' ____== =__ = = = 
-0.9
-1.0
_1 I. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
* .10 5 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 0 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75
X/C




DATA SET SYMBOL CONA iGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING




T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. , r t * t f f f I t I f - r- -I-r r-r -r-T-r-r-
e- ' ----1 ~-~ ___i
...-- - . ............
p
I












0 e - = = - < - - C -
X He A+eeL-*
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- f
= = = Avt === === =====? >?
- - -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(B973030) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING





























T302SI1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
, I rt . I t I t I I t I t f I I ,,,,! - It-r T ,IrTI















- r-rf- r---r--I- rt - -r--r-t -- r t-FT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRZPTION
(B73030) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER W!NG




























302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
rt It I f t r r I f t I r I r ,- r f- -r'-r-r
' !
-v-I- -1-r t -- t-'T - I -r-rrt-fI "I f-f r'
[1 I I=== ======= =
I _________ _________ _________ __________ __________ _________ _________L -~~~~~&







.15 .235 .30 .35 .40 .45
rY/ MACH
0.560 1.957






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873030) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TiO2SI UPPER WING














































T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Oo, Itt e*t f! t f t f t tt~!t t r~ 41 . TrI I I I I f I I Ir v v '-f'f '-f11I 'Tr I































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION



























'~-lr-1r-I-t--Il'-r ]*-~rrrlr ,-rt-rf-t- t' -' t rrrr
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o. r I t I * f t r I r I I I r f'IT I-I -r-t-r-t -r--r-r-r-







_ _ I I. I.






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(873030) OPEN NSFC TWT 550.LAUNCH PRESSURES T3023I UPPER WING




























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G., f I I I t I t I f? I'!I rI t T r I I -t- t Ir





















BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
e. .r ttrt *t * *t rlf i t trt-tr' -- rrr -- rr T
9.6
0 .i -- ___
I- i
.20 .25 .30 .35
I- - rT I I T · rr
.40 .45 .50
X/C






2ETA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
B573031} OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























0.1, I If fI t t t , I t r * * tr Ir
' l

















BETA 0.0oo00 ORBINC - 1.500
PHS t135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
tBS73031) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
'I.6 _ _ f I t r rr r t r _- I r -r-r-r

















-- r- rr tI.- t t ,-r-- 
I.
t -t 7 
.65 .o70 .75 .O .65
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORB1NC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
£873031) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION


























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
O.1 rr I I T I f I t f fI II ft'' t -rt--rII -f-w `T- -T -rrr'
e . * . - -. . ... I.
.
-, r-rr r r-rr-r-
..
I. __ ,, =__ __ __ _I
0-- 0l




L. I. [. L t.







.65 .70o .75 .e0o .5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION














































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B730351) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING




























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G.t t f I I I f t r r fI I I I f-t-rf It rr-r' 1It--r--i










BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING










T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,1 [lr I * IF rf r I I I I I I r -t t-rt I' t





BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.SOO5
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING



























7302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
G., r t I I I I I I t t f t r I rt r r- "r--r l 'v"-rr r
e, * - ---- --i





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BSO73031S ) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021SI UPPER WING
(C7S3031) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021 LOWER WING
PARAMETRIC VALUES

















T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
























OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B7303I) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING













~.G^ *~--- , _ _~~___~i
a. 6 -t a_ _ . _ _
0.4 f- -- _ 










_ _ _ .__ 
_____ ____
_o, As f _
-0.4
-0.5 ._
-1, * . &... L-...L. J...J. .L..L.L. | .L.AL.AI. &...&. .. ^. ~
.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .5
X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA v/B HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.845 1.456 BETA 0.000 ORBINC
a 4.000 PHIS 135.000
0 6.000
O .000O
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
: (73031) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3025S UPPER WING










DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(r73031) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING






























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
g*t 1t t * t v i t r t J ! trt r-'tf r it-r 'u-r- -- - 1 -lr-r-t- IrT-r r-r-r-r- -














.10 .1S .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55
X/C





OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73031) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
.60 .65 .70 .75 .00 .S!
PARAMETRIC VALUES







BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION
(873031l OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET 8YM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873031) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251S UPPER WING














































BETA 0.000 ORSINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
£873031) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI UPPER WING


























I302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(973032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING












T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
o.t I r t f I I I t i t i I t r-r-rr -t-rr-r' r--t -r-
.20 .25
I


















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.*00
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET 8YMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRZPTION
(87T3032) OPEN NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30281 UPPER WING




























































ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON.
4873032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING














T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES












I I.. _. I.. I. t. E..
.35 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .S75 .60 .85
X/C
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING
(C73032) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING PAGE 809




































-T- ir w Ir Ir i
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES














tr rt- r' -t-- r-- -- t-t-
.70o .75 .0O .85
PARAHETRIC VALUE5
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873032) OPEN HMSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING



























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
ep r t t I f t r-t I t I t Ii t r -t fFr--I
;I t-ii
0 . .w -










I-v I v--r.r- ' I f t t
.55 .60
-J
.65 .70 .75 .B0 .BS
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC , 1.500
PHIS l35.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8?$032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302S1 UPPER WING



























I t IIIf tIff It fI
T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES










ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(873032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURE5 T30PS! UPPER W!NC

























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
eT .t' f f ft r I t r t t r *i f f tr* * f gt * *l-r-IF 





















t-f-- T-t Ir-, - --' tI r ift'T I I I Tr rT I I T
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br3032) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING
(C73032) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T302SI LOWER WING



















T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
* Pt f I I I I -I t I i_ -r r-I' I r r--1
·-a - I L L____ I























ALPHA 0.000 ORBZNC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYH8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
087303Z) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING













T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., rt t r t I f f rf f r t r f r r r * r r 'r-r rr-r r'
,~~1 !
,.- .. 5... . ..... _..
ir r-l r- r- I
__________ __________ __________ :________ ___________
ji:
= ____________ _____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 
____________ _____
_. _ _I I I






.60 I:.65S I..70 I..75 I..ec .I5
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(073032) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING






























! , , .,.t - -
I I I I I I
T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES











































.70 .75 .80 .65
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5o00
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION
(B573032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING

























T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C873032) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T3021l UPPER WING














T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000 
OATA SET SYNMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8r3032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30231 UPPER WING


























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B573032) . OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WINGC















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
({73032) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WINC
C<73012! FLAACCC NFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 LOWER WING
T302SI





























T302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURS
Gol rv v ! t * r ! r! I f t r t r t I~t'r r't r rt VI-U-lr-'
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(875032) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING




































T302SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
D., rf IT I I I t I I I I II I I' t r-r' tI T- I-F I





ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 1.500
PHIS 135.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION






























1302S1 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.? rt t * I I I t I f I w I I f I fi r i- f I r T"I TI
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.65 .75 .0 .S05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -! 1.500
PHIS 135.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTXON
(873032) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T30251 UPPER WING







,rt tII f f rItf f I t f
' i










-a°.$O o5° l l





SETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION
(873033) OPEN HSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSUR£ES T108 UPP~ER W1NO
(i333) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIO1SI LOWER WING PAGE 824
tIlOSI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
r~ ~ t f j t t f 1[ Ir I' fr I t IIr /~ I ffr l rr
.. , .


























- rr-r r-r-Tr - T r-r r-r
-rrlrtr - r-r'1-r I' r- r r'?-
I I I I I I I I
. 1.I. 1. I. L. .





BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(973033) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101SI UPPER WING

















,.== = ===== === =~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(073033) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T1OISI UPPER WING


























TIOiSl UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES





BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.SOO5
PHIS 75.000oo
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73033) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOISI UPPER WING



























TI101SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0., r I I I I - f f t t f I fI I r f II- Ir -r f
·- .- .. _,_ . _ ..i






































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS rs.000O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873033) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TlOISI UPPER WING
(C73033) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PR:CSURES T;GO;i LOWLH WING PAGE 828
CL
.05S
*- - :-- -- t -- - ==-=====-
-.. _._._. ..
la t.25 .20 .30
UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
f t ft t f I r I f f t-rt f-T r-f r r I -ir r I







BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873033) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T10ISI UPPER WING





























t lO1SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
_ r I t I I I f r I I I I r -rr-r r r
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.60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 OREINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(873034) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TiOISt UPPER WING



























* I-It-rt- rt' -t-ir
PAGE 83 a
TIOISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






















.65 .70 .?5 .o0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION






















r r** r- r-1 r- r'
TIOISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
It_._,.[, I _ t=,, P'Y , t t J' Ir , , I I Ir , f It -
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.15 .20 .25 .30







.55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .S0 .05
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1073034) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101S1 UPPER WING
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TIOISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PHIS 75.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S73034) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOS10151 UPPER WING









KTIOlSI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. r f t t ! t r r *r -- r rr r- "T'-
e4 ' -- _. _=.=.=



















.55 .65 .70 .75 .80 .5s
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
PHIS 75.000
1. 500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BV30'A) OPEN MSrC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOISI UPPER WING


















t tl r -l-l r-t- t -- r t
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TIOISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B73034) OPEN MSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101S1 UPPER WING
(C73034) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 550 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO11S1 LOWER WING PAGE 835
e.,
e.6
0.4
0.3
0.o
-0.1t
Q -O.t
-0.4
-0. 
-0.7
-0.8
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- t.500
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rl
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